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ABSTRACT

Teleoperation stands for operating a system, machine, or robot from a distance. Teleoperation has been widely adopted as a promising way to enhance worker safety in extreme and hazardous construction workplaces. Over the years, studies have proposed various approaches to teleoperate construction equipment for excavation, which could bring significant advantages such as declining injury rate and dealing with dangerous on-site tasks. This paper identifies challenges, tasks, and opportunities in teleoperation of excavator through quantitative and qualitative analyses. Prior studies from the past two decades were rigorously reviewed and analyzed through the bibliometric analysis and a systematic review for in-depth discussion. The outcomes provide the future direction of teleoperation in construction workplaces in the following aspects: human operator, interface, operation, and environment. The outcomes indicate that human-centered research that understands and develops systems and technologies from the human point of view is necessary since seamless human-robot interaction is required for teleoperation.

1. Introduction

An excavator is one of the most employed and essential equipment for earthmoving in jobsites. The use of this equipment is not just limited to digging soils to make holes or trenches in earthwork but also used for heavy lifting, soil transformation, and transportation [1,2]. However, the working environment of excavation is known as one of the most hazardous workplaces which has a high probability of fatal injuries of workers and property damages in the event of an accident. Particularly, in the case of underground utility strike during excavation, the repairing cost and its associated societal cost significantly increases as it negatively affects critical infrastructure systems such as gas, electricity, and water supply that is vital to people’s daily lives. Accordingly, the importance of providing a safe earthwork environment for human operator while reducing accidents is essential.

The use of teleoperated excavators has become a promising solution in extreme and hazardous site conditions like disaster areas, underwater, and space [3], and have been studied in various contexts. Teleoperation of excavators indicates manipulating excavators at a distance by a human operator. Since human operators can stay away from dangerous workplaces, teleoperated excavators are expected to be effective for lowering safety accidents. Nonetheless, a study on current status of excavator’s usage has observed that the usability and productivity of the excavator teleoperation is often lower than that of traditional operations [4]. The reasons are the current teleoperation sometimes has delay issues of control, and the difficulty for obtaining and understanding the surrounding information such as soil, machines, nearby human workers, and other obstacles, compared to conventional controls [3]. Since teleoperation is in the middle of transition between manual operation and full automation, thanks to the advancement of sensing and control technologies, it is expected that current productivity and safety issues of teleoperated excavators would be resolved toward fully autonomous system of excavator [1]. Despite the advancement of recent technologies (i.e., artificial intelligence, sensing), it could be still challenging to solely rely on full automation of each and every process in jobsites, particularly in case for dynamic and complex excavation tasks having uncertainties in workplaces [5–7]. Rather than relying on a fully autonomous robotic system in which a robot alone senses and performs all task planning and
execution [8], teleoperation in which humans can cooperate with the robot system as a commander and take advantages of human-robot interactions, is expected to have wide range of capabilities and potentials as a robotic application for earthmoving tasks [9,10]. As such, robust intervention of human operators for decision-making under uncertainties is still necessary for efficient manipulation of construction robots [10,11]. In this regard, there is a need to carefully examine the relevant studies of excavator teleoperation, one of the areas of human-in-the-loop robotics and automation that will continue to be promising for future construction.

Research on excavator teleoperation has been conducted in multi-disciplinary fields such as construction, electrical, and mechanical engineering. Previous studies have conducted literature reviews regarding robotic automation including teleoperation of heavy construction equipment in the field [12–14]. Despite their contribution on highlighting challenges on several types of heavy construction equipment, they are limited to discussing topics and clusters of prior studies since qualitative review was primarily conducted and various equipment were reviewed comprehensively. This paper focuses on excavator, the most used among construction equipment, in details and examine human operators and teleoperation among different automation levels in a holistic and a systematic view. In this study, prior works are analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively using the mixed review method to discuss research topics and scopes that need to be explored from a systemic perspective of excavator teleoperation. This mixed method allows to elaborate on research topic clusters based on quantitative data analysis, which complements drawbacks of quantitative reviews that may not enlighten the specific topics with small numbers of the associated papers. Therefore, the objective is to comprehensively review and provide future research directions pertaining to excavator teleoperation by (1) analyzing current research based on keywords through quantitative analysis; and (2) discussing recent research challenges, knowledge gaps, and shedding light on opportunities via in-depth analysis. The scope of the study is peer-reviewed papers related to teleoperation of excavator published in the last two decades.

This paper is organized as follows. The following section examines the terminology used for excavator teleoperation. The methodology section describes the methods and criteria for data collection in this study. The bibliometric analysis and results section discusses the current application of teleoperation for excavators via the text mining for quantitative analysis. In the in-depth discussion with a systematic review, we discuss fundamental components of teleoperations based on in-depth discussion in the following aspects: human operator, interface, operation, and environment. Based on teleoperation applications and components, this section also identifies current challenges, knowledge gaps, and future research directions of excavator teleoperation toward human-in-the-loop construction automation.

2. Taxonomy for excavator teleoperation

Working environments where robots are well applied such as manufacturing are relatively well-controlled, and the tasks of robots are often repetitive. Automation therefore may require little human monitoring or intervention by programming the robot to perform repetitive tasks multiple times with little change between iterations. On the other hand, construction automation is typically obscured by open and changing environments such as dynamic flows of construction works and hard-to-definition human-robot cooperation requirements [15]. In specific, work types, site conditions such as weather and soil conditions, and construction equipment characteristics, which vary from site to site, should be considered for earthwork automation. The types and forms of earthwork are inconsistent, not likely repetitive, and the work plans are sometimes modified depending on site work conditions. Topography, geologic features, and further the degree to which underground utilities are buried are different for each jobsite. In particular, in the case of buried utilities, the density or complexity of buried utilities in urban and rural areas are typically different. Of course, before excavation, people try to figure out the topography and geologic features through in-situ sampling and find out the approximate location of underground utilities through the 811 call system, but there are unexpected variables (e.g., mis-location of buried utility, unforeseen rocks, underground water) in the underground that are not visible. In addition, earthworks are not performed by an excavator alone, but mainly in cooperation with a dump truck or other construction equipment, and there are also construction workers who give guides or signals in the vicinity of excavator (e.g., spotter). When excavation needs to be carried out continuously, not just for a single day, the work environment could be volatile because the terrain changes, and people and equipment who perform the task may not be consistent. Thus, automation in earthwork environment often requires human to supervise, collaborate, monitor, and reprogram the robotic system due to its dynamic work environment with uncertainty, which is quite different from other industries where automation of robots have been well adopted. Thus, it is crucial to consider humans as an essential part of the human-in-the-loop system where humans and robots interact consistently.

Teleoperation has been studied as a promising solution in earthwork automation, the intermediate stage between manual operation and full automation, which requires a human-in-the-loop process for operating construction equipment. The definition of teleoperation is operating robots or machines from a distance away by human operators [12,13,15,16]. However, with this definition, there are questions left to look further into teleoperation. One question remains as to how far the human operator can operate remotely. It is a question of whether the word “teleoperation” can be used at a close distance like just in front of an excavator or go with a very long distance. Another question remains as to how much automation or human intervention needs to be done for operating robots and machines at distances. Existing studies show the definitions and types of teleoperations in various ways, and they are commonly defined as one of the steps in the process from manual to full autonomy. Sulaiman et al. [16] stated that a teleoperated excavator was used from some distance away as an intermediate step between a conventional excavator operated directly by a human operator and an unmanned excavator without direct human control. Ha et al. [13] defined teleoperation as one of the five levels of robotic and automation of construction equipment: functional assist, teleoperation, semi-autonomy, full-autonomy, and cooperation. Ha et al. [13] also categorized teleoperation into two groups: remote control or open loop teleoperation. Dadhich et al. [12] considered teleoperation as intermediate processes from manual to full automation: manual, in-sight teleoperation, tele-remote operation, assisted tele-remote operation, and fully autonomous. Building on these, this paper, we regard teleoperation as an intermediate level between manual operation and full automation. Since full automation cannot be achieved for all at once, and therefore intermediate steps where teleoperation or remote operation is needed are necessary to understand robotic automation in construction and human control toward the ultimate stage of automation maturity [12].

Teleoperation system consists of two parts: the master robot part which is a control module (i.e., interface) to manipulate a slave robot by human operator, the slave robot part which is an execution robot in a remote location. The history of modern teleoperation control began in the late 1940s, when the first master-slave manipulators were developed at the Argonne National Laboratory for handling chemical and nuclear material. Since then, the evolution of remote operations has been rapid, which has created a sophisticated telepresence system where operators can feel that they are present in sites. As such, the teleoperation system was developed with feedback system to make the operator feel the telepresence that makes them feel as if they are in the field at distance (Fig. 1). This system can be largely divided into human operator, master, command channel, slave, and environment [17]. The master is an interface directly controlled by the human operator, and the slave is a robot that moves based on the input command. Since there is a distance
between the master and the slave, the communication equipment part, called the communication channel, should deal with the communication and connection of these two robots. Since the operator should control the slave based on the information of the field with a distance, the operator should understand the environment in which the slave is located. In the case of indirect teleoperation, human operators have no choice but to grasp through the master (i.e., interface) to understand the information of the environment and see whether the command and the movement of the slave are performed well. Also, since commands should be transmitted through the master, so the interaction between operator and master is the key to teleoperation. This study is to discuss the state-of-the-art teleoperation systems for excavators. The scope of teleoperation in this review includes both direct teleoperation (i.e., using human eyes to directly observe and perceive the environment) and indirect teleoperation (i.e., the environment cannot be fully observed and perceived with bare eyes, but sensors are needed to understand the environment in a distance). This paper reviews master-slave robot parts as well as key components related to teleoperation as a system toward human-in-the-loop construction automation.

3. Methodology

The purpose of this study is to have an in-depth and comprehensive understanding of challenges, tasks, and opportunities of teleoperation for excavation. The methodology used in this study is based on the mixed review method consisting of quantitative and qualitative approaches (i.e., bibliographic analysis and systematic review). Fig. 2 shows an overview of the research framework. Research papers were first retrieved from academic database. Bibliometric analysis was then conducted for generating keyword co-occurrence maps and clusters, based on which key research areas were identified. In-depth discussion in systematic review was conducted based on bibliometric analysis results, to provide comprehensive understanding of research areas with its evolution, and to discuss challenges and opportunities for future research on teleoperation of excavator. The rationale of incorporating both bibliographic analysis and systematic review is to converge and supplement findings from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives, which can deliver convincing insights in case of any inconsistency or contradiction in either analysis [18]. In addition, the conclusions from the two different methods can supplement each other and minimize the subjective interpretation of research trends and opportunities. We first determine which areas should be included and excluded from the study. This study focuses on teleoperation application in construction, especially excavation, and thus the following questions were formulated: What are the current trends of teleoperation in excavation research? What are the current challenges that hinder the adoption of teleoperation in excavation? What are the future directions of teleoperation in excavation research?

3.1. Identification of sources

In this study, Web of Science was selected as the database engine from which to search for and extract studies. The reason for this selection is it comprehensively covers wide range of journal publications and the knowledge domain in comparison with other databases such as Google Scholar [19,20]. Publications from international peer-reviewed journals were considered in this study for quality assurance. Start and end date was specified to identify the latest studies. The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) was leveraged for conducting systematic reviews of research [21].

3.2. Data collection

The careful acquisition of data related to literature has significant implications in this study, especially in quantitative interpretation of the knowledge domain through the bibliometric analysis. For this reason, we employed three data collection criteria in article selections for our study: 1) contemporary: all articles selected were published between 2001 and 2020, 2) relevance: keywords and abstracts of each article was reviewed manually by authors to ensure their relevance to the targeted research area; 3) quality assurance: only peer-reviewed articles from international journals were included for quantitative review. Compared to non-peer reviewed articles, journal papers typically undergo several rounds of peer reviews, and they typically provide more rigorous information with higher quality. This is a generally accepted method to ensure the high quality and consistency of review [18,22,23]. Existing literature related to teleoperation applications for excavators was first retrieved by searching “Title/Abstract/Keywords”, with the string “TITLE-ABS-KEY (((tele-oper* OR teleoper* OR remote* OR autonomous OR intelligent OR robot* OR unmanned) AND (excavator OR excavation OR earthmoving OR earthwork OR backhoe) AND (construction OR built environment OR architecture OR infrastructure OR building)))”. The asterisk character (*) is used to capture any term with
spelling variations, such as “teleoperation” and “teleoperated.” (Table 1)

3.3. Screening

This study builds on peer-reviewed journal papers in English published internationally, 390 papers were first extracted with TITLE-ABS-KEY search in Web of Science. Then, we reviewed titles, keywords, and abstracts of all 390 articles and screened out 240 and set aside 150 for the next step. Detailed screen process was conducted within 150 papers by reviewing introduction, conclusion, figures, and tables. This process includes assessing the theoretical background of research questions, methodologies, findings with figures and tables, and contributions. Out of 150 articles, 133 articles were finally remained for a bibliometric and a systematic review in the following section. Excluded papers from the final stage were related to excavation, but these were not included in the study because they mainly examined the associated energy efficiency or construction wastes, which are out of our review scope.

4. Bibliometric analysis and results

The bibliometric analysis is for quantitative review that aims to study, document, and synthesize targeted research trends. This quantitative review enables to draw a picture of the selected research domain through combining information from different categories with a large scale of scientific literature such as citation, impacts, the structure of knowledge, and research evolution [18,24]. In addition, the bibliometric analysis allows linking literature concepts of related articles through the text mining, which enables to explore bibliographic coupling, keyword co-occurrence, and citation analyses. In this paper, bibliometric analyses were conducted with carefully chosen 133 papers. The author keyword co-occurrence analysis was taken to identify essential keywords in research related to teleoperation of excavator to map, cluster, and see the recent trends of the knowledge domain.

4.1. Identified studies

The majority of articles, accounting for around 72%, were published in construction & civil engineering fields such as Automation in Construction, Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering, Journal of Construction Engineering and Management, Computer Aided Civil and Infrastructure Engineering, Construction and Building Materials, and Journal of Civil Engineering and Management (Fig. 2). Since teleoperation of excavator is related to robotics and automation as well, some articles were published in journals in electrical or mechanical engineering fields such as Sensors, International Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing, and IEEE Access. Among these journals, Automation in Construction is the most prevalent journal in this research area. The number of articles published in Automation in Construction is 62, which is more than 40% of the total articles, and the number of citations is 1242. A total of 133 peer-reviewed international articles published over past two decades represents a rapidly growing knowledge base on teleoperation of excavator. The articles were distributed by year between 2001 and 2020 in Table 2, Fig. 3. As can be seen, the distribution can be divided into two phases. From year 2001 to 2010, the average number of annual publications was 3, but from year 2011 to 2020, the average of annual publication was 10.3, which is around three times greater than that of 2000s. This is similar to the construction research trends analyzed by Pan and Zhang [25]. This phenomenon seems to be related to the rapid growth of development of artificial intelligence, sensors, telecommunication technology, and computer capacity in the 2010s which had been emerging for various relevant research areas.

4.2. Keyword analysis

Various topics and themes have been covered in research related to teleoperation of excavators in recent two decades. To overlook those topics and themes, keywords are known as significant elements to understand the trends and descriptive contents of the research articles [26]. Data from the Web of Science and text mining was employed to analyze keyword co-occurrence and visualize the networks between keywords. A keyword co-occurrence analysis was performed through VOSviewer to identify the basic structure and cluster of excavator teleoperation-related research. The degree of co-occurrence is determined by the proximity and similarity of keywords [24,27]. A total of 558 keywords chosen by each journal paper’s authors were identified from the literature database. Among them, 70 keywords with a minimum of 2 keyword co-occurrences were used for the co-occurrence network analysis. We could find 4 significant research clusters associated with these identified keywords (Fig. 4a), and research topic trends with the keywords (Fig. 4b). Building upon from the keyword co-occurrence map (Fig. 4a), four research clusters are as follows:

4.2.1. Cluster #1: Robotic Excavator

In order to control excavators by teleoperation, operators need to understand the movement state of excavators from a distance away. Keywords such as pattern recognition, object recognition, and activity identification were observed in the Robotic Excavator cluster based on our quantitative analysis with the VOSviewer. Although these keywords are related with the computer vision technology, it seems that these were categorized in the Robotic Excavator cluster since the articles with those keywords primarily focused on analyzing the activities of robotic excavators and their movement states, rather than vision-based monitoring of work environments (e.g., surrounding conditions while operating an excavator). The keywords of interaction, human-machine interface, and haptic device represent the research on interfaces to recognize the situation of and around teleoperated excavators and to give operators’ commands to excavators. This indicates that not only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Identified articles in 2001–2020.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic journals</td>
<td>Number of articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTOMATION IN CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOURNAL OF COMPUTING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVANCED ENGINEERING INFORMATICS</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSORS</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER AIDED CIVIL AND INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERING</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE ACCESS</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING MATERIALS</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUTOMATION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE ASME TRANSACTIONS ON MECHATRONICS</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHERS</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
robotic applications for excavators have been studied in the past with conventional keywords such as robotic excavation and simulation, but also extensive research was conducted with technologies such as machine learning and computer vision to understand the activity of the excavator in this research area.

4.2.2. Cluster #2: Computer Vision Technology

Significant advancement of digital technologies has affected research in the construction field. As shown in Fig. 4(b), 'Computer Vision' (Occurrence = 7) is a research field that has been receiving a lot of attention recently compared to other clusters. Keywords of vision-based and deep learning along with computer vision are clustered. Over the years, computer vision has gained its attention in various research fields. The architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) field is one of the most focused areas where vision-based technology has been used to accelerate decision-making processes during construction phase. Construction sites are typically dynamic and complex, so efficient monitoring is often difficult and tedious [28]. With the advancement of machine vision, extensive research related to monitoring excavators via visual sensing and deep learning-based approaches has been conducted. For teleoperation, continuous monitoring of surrounding conditions is required. In the past, people have directly monitored jobsites, but the advancement of technology has shown the possibility that computer vision can replace humans. Computer vision-based monitoring was basically used to monitor the location of people, equipment, and materials at construction sites and to detect the working status or dangerous movement of humans or equipment. In addition, to visually understand the situation of jobsites remotely for decision-making, it is necessary to transmit and analyze a large amount of data, and thus image-based scene understanding and 3D reconstruction also belong to this field. Since understanding environment where distanced excavator is working is crucial for remote operation, sensing technologies based on computer vision seem to be in the spotlight in this research area.

4.2.3. Cluster #3: Teleoperation Plan and Control

Keywords such as monitoring, planning, project planning and design, and model-based design, could be categorized as plan (occurrence = 5) and control (occurrence = 3). A successful mission requires a well-organized plan and control to execute tasks based on the plan. This applies to teleoperation as well. Successful remote operation of excavation requires planning and controlling of construction equipment taking account of the as-is situations of workplaces [29,30]. For task planning toward teleoperation, information of the work environment and nearby excavators are prerequisites. Information is often gathered by sensors attached to construction equipment or workplaces. These sensors were also used to help monitor the process of excavation since it is hard to manually monitor the teleoperation. Research on this area encompasses the field of control guidance of excavators that allows remote control for operators who cannot directly recognize the on-site situation and the field of semi-automation where tasks can be partially automated with minimal supervision or command by humans.

4.2.4. Cluster #4: Automated earthwork

Automation (Occurrence = 13) and earthwork (Occurrence = 11) are also main two keywords in this cluster. As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), studies have been conducted to enhance situational awareness of construction sites and surroundings to remotely control robotic excavators since around 2010. Other keywords like ‘3D modeling’, ‘LiDAR’, ‘intelligent system’, and ‘path planning’ are also chosen in this cluster. The studies in this cluster contribute to improving situational awareness of workplaces for excavation in the context of automation or intelligent excavator system. Regarding the keyword ‘safety’ (Occurrence = 8), it was observed that construction safety has been considered in this cluster. During excavation, heavy construction equipment gathers and work simultaneously with human workers, which may cause numerous fatal accidents. In addition, tragic accidents occur during excavation and underground utility installation/maintenance due to the instabilities of trench walls or underground pipe strikes. With keywords in this cluster, we could observe that there have been research efforts toward automated earthwork recently with the advancement of technology while considering construction safety.

5. In-depth discussion with systematic review

5.1. Systematic review

Although the identified research cluster helps to form the knowledge domain structure of teleoperation for excavators, the quantitative analysis may not be enough to reveal research challenges and inform research requirements. In this regard, a systematic review with in-depth discussion was conducted to supplement the inherent limitation of bibliometric review with quantitative analysis. For example, a small number of research work may be important in a particular field and can have a significant impact on the field of study. However, such a research area could be neglected in quantitative analysis because the number is too small to quantitatively represent the field of study. For this reason, the quantitative analysis may not be able to identify or enlighten the specific research topics with small numbers of published journal papers which have a tremendous effect on the research area. In this context, we conducted the qualitative review to complement the comprehensive overview of the selected research area. In order to construct the structure and classification for qualitative
Fig. 4. Author keyword co-occurrence network analysis (min occurrence = 2). (a) research clusters with keywords. (b) research topic trends with keywords.
review of studies regarding teleoperation of excavators in Section 5, we built upon the results of the keyword analysis in Section 4, all papers reviewed for the bibliometric analysis, and relevant further studies (e.g., conference proceedings). In addition, major research questions for developing automated excavator systems were considered to build the research topics for in-depth discussion as well [31]. The classification structure of the research topics was determined through the consensus-based discussion on the qualitative analysis of the research topics. The authors and other faculty members from various disciplines (e.g., Construction Science, Industrial & Systems Engineering, Psychological & Brain Sciences, Electrical & Computer Engineering) had weekly meetings from January to June of 2021. During some weekly meetings, we invited and interviewed a total 15 of construction experts (e.g., excavator operators, superintendents, safety managers, project managers, etc.) with more than 10 years of average construction industry experience to understand the associated current status and challenges in field practices. After meetings to discuss and improve the classification structure of the research topics, all authors agreed and made a consensus on the research topics for qualitative analysis as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the number on each arrow represents the number of papers associated with the arrow. These steps allow to offset the heterogeneity of the findings obtained from both methods, and as far as possible, eliminate potential bias in qualitative reviews. This section focuses on the research needs in teleoperation of excavator to inform future research. Given that excavator teleoperation research have been conducted to develop components or sub-systems of the platform of tele-operation such as communication, kinetic and dynamic movement of excavator, obstacle avoidance, planning, control and navigation [13,32], research topics are clustered into the following for in-depth analysis: human operator, interface, and operation & environment as shown in Fig. 6.

5.2. Human operator

5.2.1. Proficiency

As a major part of this system, humans have a significant influence on achieving the system goal. Skilled operators are required for difficult teleoperation tasks to enhance the productivity and the quality of the work. Human operators would plan, make decisions, and take actions through information processing taking account of work contexts and surrounding conditions. The intellectual demands of human operators arise from observation, attention, and memory depending on their capabilities [33]. Though excavator operators have been through similar training, their proficiencies may vary between individuals. These capabilities vary from operator to operator due to a variety of individual factors ranging from age or gender to training and expertise [33]. These differences involve knowledge [34], workspace spatial awareness [34], real-time situation and operation monitoring ability [35], accident detection [36], proximity sensing [37], attention level [38], information processing ability [38,39], or training & experience [40–43].

Compared to other industrial settings where licenses and certifications are used as criteria for assuring work performance and mitigating potential risks caused by unqualified operators (e.g., airplane pilots must be qualified for controlling an airplane), operators in the construction field often do not need a certificate or a license to drive small size of excavators in certain cases. Therefore, in the study relevant to excavator operators, it should also be considered that machines may be controlled by an operator who has little experience. Due to the aging issue and challenging work environments, the supply of skilled operators with high work performance during excavation is typically insufficient in the construction industry, and this situation increases the influx of inexperienced operators into construction job sites. Many studies have targeted university students or workers who have no or little experience of operating an excavator [42,44–46] while expert operators participated in experiments in some studies including [4,38,46,47]. It was observed that those experts usually had 5 to 10 years of excavator operating experience or similar control interface (e.g., joysticks) experience in the past.

5.2.2. Fatigue and cognitive load

The human-in-the-loop approach which sees different aspects of humans (i.e., physiological state, physical state, action, behavior, and intention) should be significantly considered for teleoperation of excavators since it builds on human-machine interactions. The literature indicated that excavator operation is a mentally demanding task, and furthermore, in the case of teleoperation, operators should rely on various technologies compared to conventional operation. Although new technologies have been developed to support the operator’s decision making, it should not be disregarded that stress may occur with the adoption of unfamiliar technology depending on the user who uses it in job sites. It can be difficult to continue remote tasks if physical and cognitive demand of operators keeps high during works. Cognitive overload and fatigue can cause poor decision making, human errors, or underperformance, and this could lead to a dangerous situation for the excavator operators [48]. Therefore, when conducting teleoperation studies, human factors and ergonomics aspects should be measured and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Topics Clustering by Keyword Analysis by Bibliometric Analysis</th>
<th>Research Topics Clustering by In-depth Discussion by Systematic Review</th>
<th>Major Research Theme for Developing Automated Excavator System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Excavator</td>
<td>Human Operator</td>
<td>How to sense its environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Vision Technology</td>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>How to analyze information sensed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleoperation Plan and Control</td>
<td>Operation &amp; Environment</td>
<td>How to communicate and interact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Earthwork</td>
<td></td>
<td>How to recognize conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How to reconcile the conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How to generate plans and execute tasks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The number on each arrow represents the number of papers associated with the arrow.

Fig. 5. Research topic clustering.
assessed physically and mentally.

Among the studies that developed devices or interfaces, human participants were asked to report physical and cognitive loads such as mental demand, temporal demand, physical demand, effort, performance, frustration level, and distraction after the task experiment [45,49]. The survey was primarily based on six subscales of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Task Load Index (TLX) subjective workload assessment tool. This evaluation has served as a basis for determining whether a developed device or interface is effective enough for reducing the cognitive load of human operators while enhancing the intuitiveness of using the device. Ergonomic factors, muscle fatigue, wrist, and arm movement were evaluated to validate the suitability of developed control devices in few studies [45,49]. In some studies, the spatial abilities of participants (e.g., Spatial perception Ability (SpA)) which is a critical factor for operator performance also have been primarily examined [42].

5.2.3. Future directions

Future studies should consider the construction-specific dynamic work environments. For example, operators may differ from day to day even in the same excavation workplace, and the ground of jobsite, which was flat one day, maybe bumpy the next day during the earthwork. It is also possible to perform different tasks each day with the same excavator. The excavator can do trenching for yesterday and loading normal soil into a truck today. In such kind of work environment, the operator’s role is significant in the productivity, quality, and safety goal of each excavation task.

Many studies considered either novice or experienced operators for validating their works during experiments. Since both novice and expert operators manipulate excavators in actual construction sites, it is necessary to develop device, controller, and human-machine interface while taking into account both experienced and inexperienced operators. Future human-machine interfaces for excavators should be developed to compensate for bias in previous experience, overconfidence, inattentiveness, and habituated behavior of experienced operators, and to support lack of knowledge and experience for novice operators as well.

Moreover, human factors should be rigorously examined in designing and developing the device or system for teleoperation since human operators are the main decision-makers who receive various information and command to teleoperated excavators. Current works and studies emphasized mainly on technologies and hardware of excavators. Human-centered human-machine interface design is needed for future research. The experience and familiarity of the operator with the design, human data such as their mental load changes, and their fatigue level need to be taken into consideration when making the design. The purpose of the interactive design principle for ensuring communication efficiency between human operators and excavators is to provide easy-to-use interfaces with sufficient and efficient communication between them. These gaps will need to be filled by conducting research through analyzing factors that affect the competence of operators and remote controls of excavators, and by developing adequate training tools to operate excavators via safe and efficient teleoperation. The most appropriate types and amount of information to the operator should be selected, and the associated loads for operators to process it should be evaluated to avoid data/information overload problems in workplaces. In addition, the degree of easy-to-use need to be measured and assessed. Since individuals have different abilities and degrees to feel each type of information, evaluating such degrees with subjects who can represent the demographic of excavator operators is crucial in experiments. For this purpose, there are metrics for evaluation such as response rate, task accuracy with trajectory, or work efficiency with time. Survey such as the NASA TLX has been adopted to measure physical/cognitive load, fatigue, intuitiveness, and stress of operators in studies. However, since these traditional surveys are obtained through the participants’ responses before or after the experiment, the results of the experiment may not be reliable if the participants do not report properly. Therefore, in future work, it is expected that human sensor data with physiological measurement devices such as electroencephalograph (EEG) or electromyography (EMG) has the potential to give more objective information during excavation tasks for further behavior analysis and supplement the drawbacks of conventional survey methods.

5.3. Interface

5.3.1. Interface as assisting information feedback

Typically, a teleoperation system consists of a master robot part and a slave robot part. A master robot part is where the human operator commands, and a slave robot part is a robot or a machine that receives an operator’s command and performs tasks. Since the master part and the slave part are separated from each other in teleoperation, humans cannot directly recognize the environment where the slave part interacts with. Known that operators’ situational awareness is significant for robust control decision making for ensuring safety and productivity during teleoperation, operators should rely on interfaces to understand the environment where the machine interacts with during tasks. Therefore, one of keys to perform the successful teleoperation is an intuitive interface that can support strong situational awareness. Reinforced situational awareness with intuitive interfaces can provide a work environment in which human operators can work in good health by enhancing the understanding of site conditions and machines because operators would get telepresence feeling like onboarding the machine in the field [15]. Various interfaces such as visual, haptic, or auditory cues have been designed and developed in responding to on-site demands for enhanced situational awareness.

5.3.1.1. Visual interface (2D/3D/Visual Annotation). Most visual interfaces of teleoperation systems rely on providing image or video data.
When multiple cameras are installed for monitoring, changing visual scenes on an interface or viewing scenes on multiple views is needed. In this case, operators need to pay attention to multiple scenes simultaneously, which may increase cognitive loads for information processing and thus likely lower work productivity [15]. To overcome limitations of conventional visual interface, research has been conducted to improve spatial understanding in teleoperation through dedicated remote sensors other than common video cameras. For example, environmental scanning techniques such as LiDAR have been introduced to gather the 3D point cloud data of given scenes [50]. The virtual reality (VR) has been tested as an intuitive user interface to explore the virtual scene in construction [15]. With the recent advancement of VR, increasingly reproduced information has been positioned into the interface that would enhance the situational awareness of operators. However, if excessive visual information is provided, human operators often cannot digest all information and feel cognitive load or fatigue. Visual annotation (VA) would be a promising solution to supplement visual perception loss because of large amounts of visual information in a short time. For example, hazardous obstacles have been highlighted so that operators can recognize obstacles or set up a radar map indicating the position of obstacles in the corner of the screen [42]. However, since the VA only gives information about visible obstacles, there is still a limitation in cases where it is necessary to perform excavation tasks with uncertainties regarding invisible obstacles (e.g., buried underground utilities).

5.3.1.2. Tactile interface. For teleoperation in construction, a tactile feedback has been proposed in an interface system such as [51]. Providing information about collisions by tactile sense (e.g., high-frequency vibration) showed the potential in raising situational awareness because it can help improve realistic understanding of situations. Since humans can recognize the physical environment through tactile sense, transmitting tactile signals to operators when contacting objects can improve the sense of reality and understanding of field situations [4]. For example, Okamura et al. [52] showed that the sense of touch reflecting the characteristics of different physical environments helps operators perceive and recognize objects with different characteristics. As such, the use of tactile sensation to enhance operators’ understanding of jobsite conditions has been applied in the construction field [4]. Regarding the construction machinery to which teleoperation is applied, it is expected that tactile information will be able to play a crucial role in alerting operators of field situations on construction sites. However, the tactile feedback has challenges, such that environmental stimuli, such as other mechanical vibrations caused by other proximal equipment, could mask tactile displays.

5.3.1.3. Auditory interface. The auditory interface can help give alarms to operators. A visual interface may cause a cognitive load problem because human operators need to process multiple pieces of visual information at once. Since the auditory interface uses a different sensory channel (i.e., hearing) as opposed to the sight, it would be an appropriate interface for alarming when it is in a visually demanding situation. However, when information related to the danger can be visually transmitted to operators in an appropriate manner, the auditory interface may duplicate the associated information, which should be carefully considered for designing auditory interface [2]. Bhalerao et al. [53] and Mavridis et al. [54] showed that participants trained with verbal–audio or audio stimuli performed better in the training than those who are trained without such stimuli. Meanwhile, the auditory channel may be less-available due to the presence of high-decibel workplace noise, and often also the need to wear protective hearing equipment.

5.3.2. Interface as controller
The interface as a controller is supposed to deliver commands by the operator to the machine from a distance. Therefore, the major goal of relevant studies is to develop an intuitive, ease-to-use, and efficient-to-use controller.

Joystick – Shin et al. [55] developed joysticks for remote control by installing a device on existing levers and pedals in the cockpit to control excavators at a distance. But the conventional controller interface (e.g., joystick) is often known as counter-intuitive to some excavator operators. Since the operator has to control two joysticks to manipulate excavator attachment with three components (e.g., bucket, arm, and boom), it is quite difficult and confusing. This may cause a lot of cognitive loads to operators especially novice operators. Although joystick allows operators to control the end effector of the slave robot arm by means of trajectory-related methods, it requires training for operators to be familiar with the mechanism. It should be noted that even professional operators are prone to make error under excessive working pressure and high perceived load when remotely operating robot systems in an unstructured environment with uncertainties (e.g., obstacles such as underground utility strike).

Haptic & Graphic User Interface – Kim et al. [44] and Gong et al. [56] proposed haptic-based methods to control the excavator attachment by mimicking the human arm since the kinetic mechanism of the human arm is much more similar to that of the excavator arm and bucket compared to the joystick. However, these studies posed challenges in that excessive physical load may be required for workers if the arm is manipulated for long periods of time compared to finger-moving joysticks. Okishiba et al. [45] developed a graphical user interface (GUI) for control via human factors analysis taking account of the cognitive load of human information processing among different interface types. Compared to a joystick that takes time to get used to and adapt to, the GUI based on a mobile device was developed so that unskilled workers can more easily control excavators remotely.

5.3.3. Future directions
There is a contradiction in designing interactive interface (i.e., delivering sufficient information with less cognitive load to operators). If too much information is provided visually, it may not be able to be digested during tasks and likely lowers concentration and work efficiency. In this context, research on how to optimally deliver information feedback via robust interfaces should be conducted in terms of the contents of visual presentation, information format, and the relationship with other sensory feedback. As well as the operator’s cognitive load, the load of computer and communication channel should be also considered. Since the size of visual data is often large, it is necessary to consider the format, space, and transmission type to efficiently store and process the data. While the interface for remote operation is primarily focused on visual feedback, it should not be overlooked that tactile and/or audio feedback can be used to tele-operate the excavator. Audio feedback has been used to intuitively transmit warning to operators, and tactile feedback has been used to recognize the characteristics of physical environments. As such, in order to reduce cognitive loads due to excessive visual feedback, leveraging other sensory channels would be a promising solution in the future research. The interface for excavator is crucial for effective interaction between human and excavator.

Another research gap is that the control of validity of experimental environments during the use of simulators is not specifically defined. Prior studies mentioned that the simulator was used for the experiments, but there are differences between the virtual environments in simulators and the real-life environment. If the environment control is too high in the virtual environment, the performance of the interface design is likely to be different in a sub-ideal (real-life) environment. Though it is convenient and cost-efficient to use a simulator for experiments, more attention to the balance between environment control and validity is needed from the experimenters.

Lastly, it should not be neglected that the ultimate goal for effective communication is to perform and assist excavation tasks effectively (e.g., digging, dumping, driving, lifting). For future studies, it is essential to conduct the task analysis for human operator and excavator, regarding
operators’ behaviors as well as kinetic movement of excavator while executing given tasks to check its usability. It is necessary to identify information processing or decision-making process of operators when performing tasks with excavators (especially, complex tasks that require much caution) and taking account of users’ perspective in the design process when developing an effective interface.

5.4. Operation & environment

5.4.1. Data communication efficiency

To teleoperate excavators, hardware such as machines, sensors, computers, and interfaces need to send and receive data (e.g., image/video data, 3D spatial data, excavator motion data) and associated information wirelessly in real time. Exchanging such different types of data and vast amounts of information in real time may cause the deterioration of wireless communication performance. If communication performance deteriorates, errors including compatibility problems may occur in collecting and transmitting information due to data interference or transmission errors between platforms. In addition, it takes a long time to process data, and there may be a time delay in the operation (i.e., latency). Communication errors or delay problems affect safety, work efficiency, and accuracy in performing teleoperation tasks [57]. Therefore, establishing an efficient communication channel is important for the teleoperation of excavators.

Likewise, Dadhich et al. [12] emphasized the reliable wireless network of remote communication for different types of information to be used as a feedback and to transmit control commands. Wireless networks often have traffic problems because they are not only for teleoperation but also for other purposes in jobsite management (e.g., security cameras, UAVs) and thus using dedicated methods such as wireless local area networks (WLANs) need to be considered. In addition, advancement of wireless communication technology, where it moves from 3G to 4G LTE, now 5G is commercialized to complement slow speed of WLANs, and 6G is coming, thus we may envision ultra-low latency in teleoperation. Latency lowers the transmission rate due to data interference, error, and compatibility issues based on data types in addition to the communication network and speed [12]. In this regard, effective data management has been studied. Kim et al. [29] conducted a study on how to reduce the high data traffic load caused by high volume and frequency when operating excavators remotely. Kim et al. [29] developed the Data Communication Manager (DCM), a middleware interface system, for efficient communication between control station and data from sensors and controllers of intelligent excavators. Lee et al. [58] developed a GPS-based fleet telematics system that can monitor health conditions or performance of operators based on data such as location, speed, distance, and utilization time of heavy earthwork equipment in real time. Despite the significance of this field in remote operation, relatively few studies have been conducted comparing with other topics in excavator teleoperation. In this regard, there is still a need for research related to wireless communication system for teleoperating excavators to achieve low latency and minimizing data loss for efficient data communication during teleoperation.

5.4.2. Environment awareness

People have expectations that remote control of construction equipment for excavation could improve productivity and safety. However, unlike the manufacturing industry where workplaces are typically structured, there could be more risks and uncertainties associated with remote control in construction sites. Coping with an unexpected environment through real-time monitoring is crucial for environment involving uncertainties. Therefore, reliable information along with continuous and real-time monitoring of workplaces is essential for remote operation of excavators in a safe and successful manner [59]. Technologies aided by computer vision can contribute to robust machine vision-based inspection, which increasingly replaces error-prone, time-consuming, labor-intensive, and dangerous manual observation [25]. In teleoperation, since human operators may not be able to see and feel sites directly, providing reliable spatial information is essential for robust control. In addition to monitoring the kinetic movement of excavators, operators should be aware of the work environment to perform teleoperation tasks well. Environment awareness should be able to understand information related to safety as well as task productivity in real time, which is based on recognizing surroundings and obstacles that may affect or interfere with works.

Environment awareness in the context of excavation can be divided into two categories; one is site monitoring for objects above ground [60-79], and the other is monitoring for terrain conditions and underground objects [80-84]. There are many obstacles for excavation because the workplace is often not well-organized, and the ground level is not typically consistent. Therefore, in order to remotely operate excavators safely without colliding with obstacles above ground, it is necessary to be aware of the surrounding situation. In this regard, studies on 3D mapping of construction sites (e.g., in the form of 3D point cloud data) have been conducted [6,85]. In unstructured surface conditions of jobsites for earthwork, at least obstacles are visible, but underground situations are invisible, and thus the associated uncertainty is greater than the ground surface, which likely leads major safety issues.

In case of buried utilities, one of the main obstacles for excavation, it is not easy to pinpoint the exact location of underground utility because the reference (e.g., as-built drawings) may misrepresent the location of utility and may not be updated, or the human error of the locator may provide misinformation to excavation workers. Therefore, it is important to know the actual location/depth while performing excavation tasks. Studies have been conducted to ensure the excavation safety and have used technologies for locating and mapping underground utilities to prevent accidents [86]. Wei et al. [84] and Cai et al. [87] proposed ways to improve the accuracy of utility mappings by integrating detectable and undetectable data. The methodology included identifying utility presence and estimating utility location using spatial data from GPR, previous records of buried utility, and specifications. Li et al. [88] has developed a framework that integrates spatial reasoning and natural language processing (NLP) for utility compliance automation.

5.4.3. Future directions

Teleoperation requires telepresence that allows human operators to feel realism even from a distance. Toward such telepresence, the information about excavators and the surroundings needs to be robustly delivered to human operators, which requires seamless data transmission and reception of various types and large amounts of data and information. Accordingly, reliable information on the work environment and multicast communication is necessary. Real-time modeling of construction workplaces and efficient data management systems are essential for teleoperation, but relevant technical limitations still exist. With the current communication technology, latency may not be a problem in a short distance, but in the case of controlling from a long distance, there is a need for robust ways to overcome latency issues for accurate control.

Regarding environment awareness of construction workplaces, although studies have been conducted on 3D mapping of jobsites, there is still a question as to whether this can take account of cognitive overload issues due to excessive information to operators and the latency issue of data transmission when operators teleoperate excavators. Therefore, in future studies, it is necessary to conduct experiments to confirm whether 3D mapping is practical in teleoperation of excavators in jobsites. The hybrid GPR/GPS systems have shown promising results, but they may not be ideal solutions for taking account of underground utilities under each and every site condition. GPR surveys take time for analyzing data and often have limitation on catching utilities depending on soil conditions. In this context, there is a need for further studies on underground utility detection and localization to gather complete site information. Although accurate site information is important to prevent potential accidents, when looking at the root cause of an accident such
as a buried utility strike, many cases are still caused by excavator operators’ inattentive operation. Therefore, it would be a good way to reduce fatal accidents via guidance systems that can support inattentive excavator operators to work safely along with accurate spatial information of obstacles (e.g., buried utilities).

5.5. Opportunities in teleoperation of excavators

Although Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) safety trainings and various regulations are required in many job sites before excavation tasks, fatal accidents still occur. Physically removing human operators from dynamic and dangerous excavation sites could be a fundamental way to reduce deadly accidents. Therefore, when the technology related to teleoperation is further developed and supported, its application to excavators is expected to bring us many opportunities in the future since it allows operators to manipulate excavators from a safe distance. In particular, this is essential in extremely challenging situations such as disaster areas caused by earthquakes, floods, or tsunami, which are dangerous or harmful for humans to work on site.

After quantitative reviews with keyword analysis, we have conducted a qualitative review and in-depth discussion of studies related to the teleoperation of excavators in three aspects (i.e., human operator, interface, operation & environment). In-depth analysis was performed by selecting a total of 9 papers in the Human operator section, 12 papers in the Interface section, and 106 papers in the Operation & Environment section. As such, we could observe that the Human Operator cluster and the Interface cluster have a relatively small amount of research conducted compared to the Operation & Environment cluster. Since the dynamic field environment (e.g., the movement and interaction of heavy equipment and laborers on bumpy, rough, and uneven ground condition) is one of the most challenging parts, it makes sense that there have been many studies conducted in the Operation & Environment cluster among others. However, it should not be neglected that the subject that operates an excavator is human. Although higher levels of automation could reduce the dependence of the human operator on decision-making, human intervention is still required in certain task situations (e.g., non-pre-programmed and error-prone situations). In this regard, human-centered research (e.g., physical and psychological stress, ability of human operator, human-robot interface) needs to be more conducted by future researchers.

6. Conclusion

There has been increasing interest of the automation in hazardous construction workplaces. Given the currently developed technologies, achieving full autonomy for each and every construction task needs more time because of dynamic, complex, and uncertain nature of construction workplaces. In this context, there have been research efforts on emerging teleoperation technologies for human-in-the-loop construction automation. Among various type of construction robots, this paper focuses on excavators which are the most widely employed and representative construction robot at job sites while the largest proportion of fatal accidents in construction is related to excavation. This paper explores challenges, tasks, and opportunities of excavator teleoperation by examining related studies in the past two decades using the mixed review method, both quantitative (i.e., bibliometric analysis) and qualitative (i.e., systematic review) approaches. Total 133 peer-reviewed papers were systematically and rigorously reviewed. Through the bibliometric analysis with the VOSviewer, research clusters were identified: excavator, computer vision technology, teleoperation plan and control, and automated earthwork. The number of studies related to excavator teleoperation in the 2010s was more than three times higher than that in the 2000s. The research clusters identified from the bibliographic analysis are synthesized through the consensus-based discussion to develop the classification structure of the retrieved publications. The classification structure is used to conduct the qualitative review and the comprehensive discussion of excavator teleoperation related research challenges, knowledge gaps, and potentials. Through the in-depth discussion for the qualitative reviews, research directions in terms of human operator, interface, and operation & environment were identified, which clarifies the essential roles of each area in the overall system of teleoperation for excavation. Since teleoperation always involves human operators, excavator research needs to be conducted from human perspectives and represent the demographic of excavator operators. For developing robust human-machine interfaces, research should be conducted in the aspect of enhancing task performance while delivering sufficient information with less cognitive load to operators. And when it comes to various tasks of excavation to be performed remotely, it is necessary that operators robustly sense situational awareness taking account of uncertainties in job sites for preventing safety accidents, and simultaneously there is a need for technologies for efficiently transmitting vast amounts of heterogeneous data. As such, there are still challenges that need to be addressed, and this paper could shed light on this field by reviewing relevant studies, analyzing knowledge gaps, and suggesting the direction of future research. If successful in filling the gaps for teleoperation, it is anticipated that human-in-the-loop automation can make construction work safer and more efficient.
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